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					We Strive for Perfection

					

					Serving the orthodontic industry since the last 20 years, Modern Orthodontics is a globally recognised orthodontic manufacturer based in India. 
We are known for our obsession with perfection in everything that we do.

					If the idea of orthodontic precision resonates with you, you have come to the right place. 
We are currently exporting to 42 countries across 4 continents and will be happy to serve your orthodontic needs. 
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				Modern Orthodontics is a leading manufacturer of high quality, competitively priced orthodontic products. Founded in 1994, we have been doing OEM for many orthodontic companies. We are one of the very few companies in the orthodontic industry having in-house manufacturing of complete range of products...

				Read more »
			

			
				Our Mission
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				Our mission is to provide high quality orthodontic products throughout the world, on time, competitively priced and with unparalleled customer support. In doing so, we will continue to forge new reletionships within our growing customer base and distribution network, while spreading our reputation as a trusted source of quality...

				Read more »
			

			
				Quality
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				Our dedicated team of professionals are trained to maintain and continually improve the effectiveness of our quality management system while ensuring compliance with applicable standards, regulatory requirements and customer requirements....

				Read more »
			

		

	




	
		Buy Directly From a World Class Manufacturer
		
		Aesthetic Brackets / Metal Brackets / Bands & Tubes / NiTi Wires / SS Wires / Special Wires / Accessories
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						Aesthetic Brackets

						
The field of orthodontics is of primary importance because of the role that it plays in shaping and maintaining an integral part of...

						Buy Now
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						Metal Brackets

						
Brackets are an essential component of braces and function as handles which support the wires holding teeth. They are in the shape ...

						Buy Now
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						Molar Tubes

						
Orthodontic bands and tubes are an integral part of the braces. They are the ones that surround our teeth and provide anchorage to ...

						Buy Now
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						NiTi Wires

						
With lighter force on the teeth of the bearer and massive functional range, Niti wires are indeed a remarkable discovery in the fie...

						Buy Now
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						SS Wires

						
Stainless steel wire has become the essentiality of every industry. We’re an established player in offering the most sturdy stain...

						Buy Now
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						Special Wires

						
Highly polished stainless steel wire and accessories for easy shaping and bending while retaining their hardness. They are highly resistant and sui...

						Buy Now
					

				

				

			

		

	




			
		
			
				
					
						Design & Engineering
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						Modern Orthodontics has a complete in-house product design and engineering team to ensure direct supervision over the....

						Read more »
					

				

				
					
						Manufacturing Services
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						Having served the OEM market for many years, Modern Orthodontics is a leading manufacturer of all orthodontic parts including....

						Read more »
					

				

				
					
						OEM Services
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						Modern Orthodontics takes pride in its history as a preferred OEM for orthodontic industry giants over the last 20 years....

						Read more »
					

				

				
					
						Custom Packaging
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						Modern Orthodontics is a full service assembly facility, offering complete and partial product assembly. Specializing....

						Read more »
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					Patients now expect high quality orthodontics that is also aesthetically pleasing from their orthodontists

					Published On: May 16, 2023 by Modortho

					When it comes to orthodontics, patients are no longer just concerned about straightening their teeth – they want a treatment that is aesthetically pleasing too. Gone are the days ...


					Read Article
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					How Orthodontics can improve your patients teeth alignment

					Published On: Mar 15, 2023 by Modortho

					Are you looking for a solution to your crooked teeth or uneven bite. Look no further than orthodontics! With various products available, such as metal brackets, ceramic braces, clear aligners and l...


					Read Article
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					OEM Services offered by Original Equipment Manufacturers

					Published On: Dec 20, 2022 by Modortho

					Precision and quality of our products, on-time delivery, customization features, and end-to-end production control have made us a leader in the orthodontic industry. As a result of ...


					Read Article
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            						 I have been using Modern Orthodontics products for the past 7 years now. Thery MBT Sapphire Bracket system is at par with the best with excellent tip torque and in-out expressions providing excellent results. The customer service is also excellent with immediate response to all queries and order placements. I highly recommend them 
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            					Dr. Mathew P Sunny

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been working with Modern Orthodontics for over 10 yeas now. I can testify that I am very happy with their service. The staff is kind and courteous in all conversations. The orders are always perfect and delivery is always on time. I highly recommend their services. 
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            					Dr. Neil David Andrade

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been using Modern Orthodontics metal brackets now for almost 6-7 years. Most importantly, the beautiful finish I get in the occlusion with the correct placement of these brackets is the reason I always prefer them. Also, tissue trauma to the patient is less because of the contour of brackets and hooks. I would definitely recommend these brackets to all practitioners out there looking for a beautiful products at an economical price. Looking forward to many more years with Modern Orthodontics. 
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            					Dr. Shiv Priya Aher

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been using Modern Orthodontics instruments since a year. The products are quite reliable and their response is amazing. They provide a huge amount of guidance during instrument selection for a budding orthodontist like me. Their products truly are vale for money. Thanks you Modern Orthodontics. 
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            					Dr. Lohitha Reddy

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been practicing for a couple of years with Modern Orthodontics products. I found great results with using their quality products. They offer an appreciable and affordable treatment. Truly satisfied and I highly recommend them. 
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            					Dr. Aby Augustine

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Excellent quality products. Reasonable prices . Fast service. Sapphire plus metal bracket kit is way too good . Majority of the materials I use are from Modern Orthodontics .
Highly recommended 
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            					Abdur Rahman

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Lovely products...good quality brackets and wires...A lot of options under single roof with a wide range of orthodontic products with reasonable prices.. Using modern orthodontics since 5 years and many more to go... Highly recommended for orthodontists... 
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            					Kartikaya Verma

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been associated with Sanjay for more than 25 years. He is always been approachable. Writing a negative commitment on Indian company for a petty gain will ruin international stand. He is one of those who is striving hard to participate in MAKE IN INDIA initiative by bringing his own product and stand against mighty CHINA market. Let’s support him in his initiative. 
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            						 I have been ordering products from them for the past 3-4 years and without any second thoughts I can say their customer response is very good. Products get dispatched the next day itself. Their products are of good quality and the prices are quite reasonable considering the quality. Special thanks to afsana siddiqui for providing great assistance and always delivering products on time. 
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            						 I have been ordering orthodontic products from Modern Ortho since 2010. I am very satisfied with their service....Besides providing good quality materials the delivery is very prompt and organized.  Would recommend it to all Orthodontists. 
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            					Dr. Achala Raman

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I have been using modern orthodontic products since 5 years. Very much satisfied with the finish using modern orthodontic products. 
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            					Aruna D

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Modern Orthodontics has always been a pioneer in delivering highest quality orthodontic products at very reasonable rates. They provide the best services and are very customer friendly. 
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            					Dr. Guneet Kour

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Very good service and great products which are reasonably priced.. Would definitely recommend.. 
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            					Mihir Parekh

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Products are good... starting from brackets to e chain to molar tubes... recommended for Orthodontic products... 
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            					Mr. Khan

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 I've been placing regular orders for my practice in Guwahati. I must the say the quality of the products at the price points given is very good. Service given by Ritu Aggarwal is very prompt, it just takes 5 mins to place the order. Would highly recommend Modern orthodontics to all orthodontists! 
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            					Rohit Jain

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Great material, lot of options under single brand, using modern orthodontics since 8 years and many more to go, co-operative staff, reasonable rates. 
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            					Drharshal Jejurikar

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 High quality materials and instruments at reasonable price, prompt service and customer support. 
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            					S Goel

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Nice and quality  orthodontist products .using since 5-6 yrs.. smooth ordering and delivery at home. Cooperative staff.. 
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            					Rizwan Ahmed

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Lovely products...good quality braces...amazing results..no breakage...stain free ceramic braces range and very sturdy orthodontic instruments...pocket friendly...highly recommended for orthodontists... 
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            					Aarti Chopra

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Excellent products by modern orthodontics. Very professional quick services. Thank you 
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            					Priyank Gupta

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 All the products are of good quality and are available at reasonable prices. The Dealing of the staff with the customers is also good. 
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            					Kalika Sharma

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 So far I had good experience with modern orthodontics…let’s continue like this or more better. 
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            					Jovil Jose

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Their service is prompt and polite. They are transparent when dealing with doctors and are very supportive. 
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            					Floyd Fernandes

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 The material provided by Modern Orthodontics is very good and effective. #afsanasiddiqui has always been updating me for the requirements and provided me the material on time as when required. 
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            					Vishal Parashar

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Very convenient and felt free to know about the products.. immediate and elaborate responses from Ritu agarwal.. thanks for the service.. would definitely contact in future for ortho products 
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            					Deepika Jegatheesan

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 Reason for giving 5 star to Modern ortho is it's Versatility in terms of different products as bracket design and its material.not only this it's is very cost effective.they deal cordially with their doctors.recommend other orthodontist consider once while going for other brand. 
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            					Swati Pandey

            				

            			

            			            			
            				
            					
            						 India's No1 orthodontic store... I don't know why people rated this negative.i say it's the best orthodontic store.they are producing such a international quality product. 
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            					Sally Thomas
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		Disclaimer: Modern Orthodontics was developed to offer dentistry products to help dentists in their career by using only quality products for their patients. Your ingress to the website is subject to our Terms of Use. Modern Orthodontics won't be responsible for such claims for consequential and incidental damages. Any and all implied warranties of fitness or merchantability for any specific motive or use are excluded and waived. All the shipments are F.O.B. Ludhiana. Freight or any handling charges will be extra on the actual basis. Modern Orthodontics has no responsibility or liability for loss or damage of merchandise in transit.
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